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1 Advise on the policies, proposals, and 
2 Approve or reject candidates prior to elections
3 Resolve a dispute unless the officers are able to 
4 With unanimous vote of the board can override  veto
5 Former President auto-becomes advisor in the order
1 Possess 25% of the vote, and a veto 
2 Major decision maker, policymaker, and public leader 
3 4 years term; a max of 2 terms

1 Possess 15% of the total vote for each position
2 Key decision maker and public leader
3 4 years term; a max of 2 terms
4 VP is the auto-successor if Presidency is vacant

* Financial report * Spokeperson * Helping President's Agendas * Spokeperson * Main fundraising mechanisms  
* Programs facilitator * Directors' point of contact * Media relation * Event Documentation * Programs facilitator

* Main policymaking/operation * Programs facilitator * Directors' point of contact
 * Media relation  * Media relation   

* Programs facilitator * Programs facilitator    
 

1 Each program has its own management team 
2 Each has it own decision making body/procedure
3 Private entity but closely monitored and contracted by KnA

* Soccer management * Weekend classes * Deeku Fetival * Dancing programs * Funeral Programs 4 However, majority decision is made by KnA officers
* Agendas management * Internet classes * Kay Htoe Boe Festival * Cultural shows * Donations 5 Auditing and other monitoring are done by KnA officers
* Venues supervision * History lessons * Other ethnics' events * Collection of customs * Scholarships 6 Agreements/contracts are to be renewed as agreed

* Curriculum standardization * International events 7 Renewal or nonrenewal is based on the current performance
* Quiz generator * other community events  

To implement a task 1 at least 70% of the vote is needed
2 President's veto can still block an "approved proposal". In that case, unanimous vote of advisory board is required to override the veto

For elections 1 A candidate needs to be approved by the advisory boards or current EC first before running elections
2 Demographics, backgrounds, goals and commitments will be examined
3 Positions are "staggered terms," meaning only a few offices will be vacant at a certain time

Removal of EC 1 Approval from majority of advisory boards AND EC members is required to remove an office
2 Any criminal act, or major violation of the United States laws is an automatic removal from the office
3 Replacement is not required, immediately. However, the automatic successor should be the person under him/her.
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